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1    Introduction 
A’ingae, also known as Cofán, is a language isolate spoken by approximately 1,500 people in parts of 
Ecuador and Colombia. Similar to co-occurrence restrictions in other languages, A’ingae undergoes a co-
occurrence process in which two stops or affricates in a root cannot differ only in aspiration; they must also 
differ in some combination of manner, place, and voice. So, for example, words like [to.to] ‘white’ and 
[t͡sha.t͡sha] ‘to draw’ are attested, but words like *[to.tho] are not. Furthermore, any two consonants in a root 
that match in manner, place, and voice also tend to be followed by identical vowels, so we find words like 
[to.to] but not *[to.ti].  
Co-occurrence phenomena in which non-adjacent consonants must match in certain features are 
typologically well-attested and include such variants as long-distance nasal agreement, liquid agreement, 
coronal agreement, dorsal agreement, and laryngeal agreement, as we see in A’ingae (see Rose & Walker, 
2004 for a more in-depth discussion of the typology of long-distance consonant agreement). In many of the 
languages that have this type of consonant agreement, once consonants share certain features, other features 
assimilate as well. This means that constraints exist on similar but not identical consonants. For example, 
Gallagher & Coon (2009) examine Chol, a Mayan language spoken in Mexico by approximately 150,000 
people, which has a co-occurrence phenomenon whereby two non-ejective stridents in a root must be 
completely identical (1a-b). Put another way, if two stridents in a root are ejective, they must also share all 
other features. Meanwhile, if a root has one ejective strident and one non-ejective strident, they must only 
agree in anteriority (2c-d).  
 
(1) a.   [sus] ‘scrape’ 
b. *[t͡sus]   
c.   [t͡s’is] ‘sew’ 
d. *[t͡s’iʃ]  
 
Gallagher & Coon (2009) note that in the vast majority of long-distance consonant agreement cases, the 
consonants are not only more similar but, in fact, identical (1a-b). In the cases where consonant agreement 
does not result in identical consonants, the agreement can largely be explained by local articulatory spreading 
(1c-d). Gallagher & Coon refer to instances where long-distance agreement results in identical consonants as 
“total identity” and instances where spreading results in more similar but non-identical consonants as “partial 
identity.” 
Zuraw (2002) points out another cross-linguistic pattern whereby a consonant and vowel within the same 
syllable can agree with another consonant-vowel pair in the word. This results in a structure that looks like 
reduplication, but unlike standard reduplication, has no morphological function. Zuraw calls words that have 
this pattern “pseudoreduplicated,” and proposes that there is a phonological motivation to impose a 
reduplication-like structure on words. This is formalized with the constraint REDUP, which requires that 
words have coupled substrings, meaning that some strings of phonemes (usually syllables) are associated and 
corresponding segments (e.g. onsets, nuclei, or codas) must be identical. This is the proposal I adopt in 
discussing the A’ingae data, as it is the only proposal that accounts for both consonant and corresponding 
vowel agreement. 
 
* I would like to thank Chelsea Sanker, Scott AnderBois, members of NYU’s PEP Lab, and the audience members and 
anonymous reviewers at AMP 2020 for invaluable comments and guidance. I would also like to express my gratitude to 
our wonderful consultant, Hugo Lucitante. All errors are my own. 
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My goals in this paper are threefold. First, I will present new data on the A’ingae co-occurrence 
constraint (§2). Second, I will determine how best to formalize an analysis of this phenomenon (§3.) Third, 
I will explore potential explanations for the existence of this co-occurrence constraint in (§4). And finally, I 
will conclude in §5. 
2    Data 
The vowels of A’ingae, shown in Figure 1, are [a, e, i, o, ɨ], all of which have both nasal and oral 
counterparts. Furthermore, A’ingae has the diphthongs [ai], [oe], [oa], [oi], [ɨi], and [ao]. The consonant 
inventory, shown in Figure 2, consists of nasals, approximants, a tap, voiceless fricatives, and a three way 
stop and affricate series consisting of voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, and prenasalized voiced 
counterparts (Repetti-Ludlow et al. 2019). 























Figure 2: A’ingae consonants (Repetti-Ludlow et al. 2019) 
 
2.1   Consonants    As previously mentioned, in A’ingae, when a root has two consonants that match in 
place, manner, and voice, the consonants will always match in aspiration value (2a-d). This does not apply 
to segments that differ in manner of articulation (2e), place of articulation (2f), or non-aspiration laryngeal 
features such as voicing (2g), nor does it apply to segments that are in different morphemes (2h). However, 
if segments are in the same morpheme, they do not have to be in adjacent syllables to match (2i). These 
conditions are never violated. 
 
C. Repetti-Ludlow, H. Zhang, H. Lucitante, S. AnderBois & C. Sanker: A’ingae (Cofán) 3
consonant are word-initial, except for consonants which are not attested word-initially:
/// and /Â/.
Bilabial Labio- Alveolar Post- Palatal Velar Glottal
dental alveolar
Plosive p pH mb t tH nd k kH Ng /
Affricate Éts ÉtsH n Édz ÉtS ÉtSH n ÉdZ
Fricative f s S h
Nasal m n 6
Approximant V j Â
Tap R
pH pHa.»pHa.kHo ‘floor’ mb »mba.Re ‘valuable’
p »pa.ti # ‘rock’ tH »tHa.tHa.je ‘to search’
t »ta./e ‘becoming hard’ f »fa.mbi ‘eel’
nd »nda.Ro ‘piranha’ s »sa/.Vi #. Étsi ‘warm’
kH »kHa.pHo/.pHa ‘sand bank’ S »Sa.ka ‘debt’
k »ka.ni ‘yesterday’ h »ha.je ‘to go’
Ng »Nga.na.6e ‘earn’ m »ma/.tHi ‘where’
/ »mbia/.a ‘long’ n »na./e ‘river’
ÉtsH » ÉtsHa. ÉtsHa.Vo ‘grater’ 6 »6a ‘me’
Éts » Étsa.ndi.je ‘man’ V »Va. ÉtSo/.Va ‘net’
ndÉz »ndÉz;.ndÉza.je ‘splash water on’ j »ja.sa ‘arm’
ÉtSH » ÉtSHa.Ra. ÉtsHi ‘bright’ Â »e.Âa ‘bad’
ÉtS » tÉSa/.ndi ‘became cold’ R »Ra.hi # ‘monkey’
ndÉZ »ndÉZai.6a ‘sit one down’
The glottal stop can be realized as creakiness and is not always reflected phonetically
in rapid speech. However, it is phonologically contrastive, as indicated by the minimal pair
in (1).
(1) a. » ÉtSa/.ndi ‘became cold’
b. » ÉtSa.ndi ‘became clear’
A’ingae has both short- and long-lag voiceless stops and affricates, as well as voiced stops
and affricates that are produced with prenasalization. The short-lag stops and affricates, while
transcribed as unaspirated, have a substantially positive voice onset time (VOT), as is given
in Table 1. Among affricates, the mean VOT of each voiceless category is even longer.
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(2)  
        a. *[to.tho] 
       b. *[t͡sha.t͡sa] 
       c. [to.to]    ‘white’ 
       d. [t͡sha.t͡sha]    ‘to draw’ 
       e. [t͡sɨ.tha]     ‘bone’ 
f. [a.ta.khu]  ‘undergrowth’ 
g. [ta.ndan]  ‘to tie’ 
h. [kha-ki] ‘following-day’ 
i. [ku.ja.ku.pa]  ‘coloradilla’ 
 
It is worth noting that prenasalized stops generally pattern with voiceless unaspirated stops. This means that 
we find prenasalized voiced stops and unaspirated voiceless stops of the same place of articulation in a root 
(as with 2g), but we don’t have evidence for prenasalized voiced stops and aspirated voiceless stops of the 
same place of articulation in a root. This patterning is consistent with some A’ingae phonological 
reconstructions, which have shown that the prenasalized series of stops and affricates developed from the 
unaspirated series of stops and affricates historically (Sanker & AnderBois, [forthcoming]). It is therefore 
possible that the co-occurrence restriction that stops and affricates of the same manner and place of 
articulation match in aspiration value developed before the voicing contrast emerge. That being said, 
prenasalized voiced segments are quite rare in the language, so we do not have enough data yet to draw 
definitive conclusions on this matter. 
 
2.2    Vowels    Notably, of 135 roots compiled from the A’ingae dictionary (based on Borman 1976) that 
have matching stops or affricates, 110 show corresponding vowel agreement, as can be seen in the examples 
in (3).  
 
(3) a. [t͡ʃa.t͡ʃa]   ‘to loosen dirt’ 
b. [t͡sho.t͡shoʔ.pa]  ‘lungs’ 
c. [te.te.te]   ‘wild’ 
d. [phɨʔ.phɨ]   ‘maize’ 
e. [ki.ki]  ‘cat’ 
 
Of the 25 roots that do not have corresponding vowel agreement, the second syllable is always either [a] or 
[o], as shown in the examples in (4). 
 
(4) a. [teʔ.ta]  ‘flower’ 
b. [thɨ.tha.mba] ‘day’ 
c. [o.pi.paʔ.tʃo] ‘shoulder’  
d. [the.thoʔ.tʃo] ‘beak’  
e. [tɨ.to]  ‘uncle’ 
f. [t͡ʃhiʔ.ni.t͡ʃho.kho] ‘small’ 
 
This could suggest a rightward direction of feature agreement to which [a] and [o] are resistant, which is 
consistent with Pulleyblank’s (1998) and Walker’s (2005) findings that back vowels are more sonorous than 
other vowels and are therefore less likely to assimilate. Given that [a] and [o] are the only [+back] vowels in 
A’ingae, it makes sense that these two segments are the only two that do not take on the features of other 
vowels.  
In order to document these restrictions, the Observed/Expected (O/E) ratio was calculated. The O/E ratio 
is calculated by counting the observed instances of a given phenomenon (e.g. the number of times /a/ appears 
following each of two matching stops) and dividing that by the expected instances of the phenomenon, which 
is calculated by multiplying the observed instances of each individual aspect (e.g. the number of times /a/ is 
found in the first syllable and the number of times /a/ is found in the second syllable) divided by the total 
number of roots. For example, in this database, /a/ is found as both the first and the second vowel following 
matching stops and affricates 23 times. There are 29 instances of /a/ being the first vowel and 35 instances 
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of /a/ being the second vowel (the difference is due to the fact that [a] does not change when it is in the 
rightmost coupled syllable). There are 135 roots that were analyzed in the database. Thus, the calculation is 
23/((29*35)/135) =3.06. An O/E value above 1.5 indicates that a given combination is overrepresented 
(Pierrehumbert 1993; Frisch et al. 2004). Every instance of a word with matching stops or affricates in the  
 
A’ingae dictionary (Borman 1976) was compiled and analyzed, as was a random sampling of words with 
mismatching consonants within a root. The O/E ratios provide support to the observations stated above, as 
when a root has matching stops or affricates, having matching vowels is overrepresented, as shown in Figure 
3. Meanwhile, when a root has mismatching consonants, there is no combination that is overrepresented or 
restricted, as shown in Figure 4. However, it is not the case that if two vowels match, there is a tendency for 
consonants to match. It seems instead that this is a consonant-driven process. 
 
 
Figure 3: O/E ratio for vowels following matching stops/affricates (N=135) 
 
  
Figure 4: O/E ratio for vowels following mismatching consonants (N=537) 
 
This agreement is not limited to stops and affricates. Although stops and affricates are the only segments 
that show a difference in aspiration ([sg] value), any two segments with matching manner, place and voice 
will also have vowel agreement. Put another way, any two identical consonants will also follow the vowel 
restrictions defined above. Of 118 words in the A’ingae root database that have two identical non-
stop/affricate consonants, all show the same vowel pattern. 
3    Analysis 
In order to formalize an analysis of this phenomenon, I adopt Zuraw’s (2002) framework of aggressive 
reduplication, as it accounts for the association of full syllables, rather than individual segments. This is 
central to our analysis if we are to account for the vowel agreement as well as aspiration agreement for stops 
and affricates. Aggressive reduplication relies on two types of constraints; REDUP, and IDENT-KK[F]. 
REDUP requires that a word contain some substrings that are coupled and IDENT-KK[F] constraints require 
that corresponding segments in coupled strings match in a given feature. First, let’s discuss how to formalize 
the consonant aspiration agreement. To do this, we first need to posit a constraint IDENT-KK[spread glottis], 
which states that for a given pair of coupled syllables, the corresponding consonants must agree in aspiration. 
The constraints outlined in (5) and their ranking can be seen in the tableau in Figure 5.  
 
(5) IDENT-𝑘𝑘[M/P/V]: A group of constraints positing that if a word contains coupled substrings (denoted 
by […]α), coupled segments must have the same values for manner, place, and voicing features 
IDENT-IO[M/P/V]: A segment of given values for manner, place, and voice in the input must have the 
same values in the output 
REDUP: A word must contain substrings that are coupled 
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Figure 5: Tableau showing how aggressive reduplication can account for consonant agreement 
 
The constraint ID-IO[M/P/V] isn’t solely important in helping avoid dissimilation (as seen in examples 
b and c in Figure 5), it is also key in preventing REDUP from causing all words to develop reduplication-
like structure. Take, for instance, the word [the.si] ‘jaguar.’ Were it not for the constraint ID-IO[M/P/V], we 
would expect reduplication-like structure in every morpheme. The importance of the constraint for 
maintaining the integrity of non-matching features can be seen in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6: Tableau showing how the system allows for words without reduplication structure 
 
In order to account for vowel agreement, we need to rank the constraints IDENT-IO[+back] and IDENT-
IO[+round] quite high to avoid [a] and [o] becoming identical to the previous vowel. Furthermore, we need 
to account for the fact that agreement seems to be a rightward process, which I do with a new constraint: 
IDENT-IO[KL]. This constraint requires that the leftmost linked syllable remain identical in the input and 
output. This is consistent with research on clitics, with researchers like Peperkamp (1997) finding that there 
is asymmetry in coherence between word beginnings, proclitics, and prefixes as opposed to word endings, 
enclitics, and suffixes. Essentially, proclitics and prefixes are less likely to cohere than enclitics and suffixes, 
which Peperkamp attributes to constraints on language processing. Finally, we must add IDENT-KK[F] 
constraints dealing with vowel identity in order to account for total identity of vowels. The constraints are 
outlined in (6) and their functions can be seen in Figure 7. 
 
(6) IDENT-IO[+BACK]: A [+back] segment in the input must be [+back] in the output 
IDENT-IO[+ROUND]: A [+round] segment in the input must be [+round] in the output 
IDENT-IO[𝑘L]: Let 𝑘L and 𝑘R be corresponding segments such that 𝑘R follows 𝑘L. 𝑘L must be the same 
in input and output 
IDENT-𝑘𝑘[V]: A group of constraints that posit if a word contains coupled substrings, coupled segments 





i ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]
⌘ a. [ki]↵[ki]↵
b. [ki]↵[thi]↵ §! § §




tePtha ID-IO[+BCK] ID-IO[+LOW ] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [teP]↵[ta]↵ §
b. [teP]↵[te]↵ §!
c. [teP]↵[sa]↵ §! §
d. [taP]↵P[ta]↵ §!
e. tePtha §!
f. [teP]↵[tha]↵ §! §
17 Poster 3
sisepa ID-IO[+BACK] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [si]↵[si]↵pa




tesi ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]






i ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]
⌘ a. [ki]↵[ki]↵
b. [ki]↵[thi]↵ §! § §




tePtha ID-IO[+BCK] ID-IO[+LOW ] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [teP]↵[ta]↵ §
b. [teP]↵[te]↵ §!
c. [teP]↵[sa]↵ §! §
d. [taP]↵P[ta]↵ §!
e. tePtha §!
f. [teP]↵[tha]↵ §! §
17 Poster 3
sisepa ID-IO[+BACK] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [si]↵[si]↵pa






esi ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]
⌘ a. thesi §
b. [the]↵[thi]↵ §!
5
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Figure 7: Tableau showing how aggressive reduplication can account for the A’ingae vowel patterns 
 
Although the constraint ID-IO[ROUND] does not serve a purpose in the example above, it is central in 
the analysis, as it helps us account for words like [kha.kho.ni] ‘new moon,’ in which both vowels are [+back] 
and would otherwise assimilate to [kha.kha.ni], given that the ID-IO[+BACK] constraint would not be violated. 
The function of this constraint is illustrated by the tableau in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8: Tableau showing the necessity of ID-IO[ROUND] 
 
Thus, we are able to fully account for the A’ingae data using aggressive reduplication and the addition 
of one constraint, IDENT-IO[𝑘L], which is necessary to account for the leftmost linked syllable’s resistance 
to assimilation and the potential rightward directionality of agreement. That being said, we do not have 
evidence that the inputs I posit in the tableaux are actually the underlying forms of the attested words, yet 
these invented inputs are nevertheless useful in demonstrating why we do not see certain patterns.  
Hayes & Wilson’s (2008) Maximum Entropy model (MaxEnt) would potentially be a better method for 
studying this phenomenon, as it emphasizes gradient phonotactics, but a classic OT framework was adopted 
here in accordance with the majority of the co-occurrence literature and due to the relatively small data size, 
which is incompatible with MaxEnt, 
4    Pseudoreduplication 
The fact that identical consonants tend to be followed by identical vowels results in a word structure that 
looks very much like reduplication. While there is evidence for a historical reduplication process in A’ingae, 
as with the words [o.t͡ʃha.je] ‘hit’ and [o.t͡ʃha.t͡ʃha.je] ‘hit repeatedly’, for many of the words involved in this 
co-occurrence process, there is no evidence of reduplication either current or historical. Rather, these words 
are in line with what Zuraw (2002) calls “pseudoreduplicated words,” which are words that look like they 
have undergone reduplication but haven’t.  
I hypothesize that the REDUP constraint attains a higher ranking in a given language when the language 
has an active morphological reduplication process or historically had a morphological reduplication process. 
When this is the case, it is plausible that speakers develop an affinity for a certain word shape whereby 
syllables are identical or nearly identical, in line with the language’s morphological reduplication. This 
hypothesis is in line with the A’ingae data, as a productive morphological reduplication process historically 
may have led speakers to prefer a word shape in which similar-sounding syllables were made to be identical. 
Furthermore, Tagalog, the language that Zuraw (2002) uses to exemplify pseudoreduplication, also has an 
active morphological reduplication process, which suggests that the same hypothesis could hold there as well. 
If this is true of languages beyond A’ingae and Tagalog, it would provide solid typological evidence that the 







i ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]
⌘ a. [ki]↵[ki]↵
b. [ki]↵[thi]↵ §! § §




tePtha ID-IO[+BCK] ID-IO[RND] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [teP]↵[ta]↵ §
b. [teP]↵[te]↵ !§
c. [teP]↵[sa]↵ §! §
d. [taP]↵P[ta]↵ §!
e. tePtha §!
f. [teP]↵[tha]↵ §! §
17 Poster 3
sisepa ID-IO[+BACK] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [si]↵[si]↵pa






esi ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]







oni ID-IO[+BCK] ID-IO[RND] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]






i ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]
⌘ a. [ki]↵[ki]↵
b. [ki]↵[thi]↵ §! § §




tePtha ID-IO[+BCK] ID-IO[+ROUND] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [teP]↵[ta]↵ §
b. [teP]↵[te]↵ !§
c. [teP]↵[sa]↵ §! §
d. [taP]↵P[ta]↵ §!
e. tePtha §!
f. [teP]↵[tha]↵ §! §
17 Poster 3
sisepa ID-IO[+BACK] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [si]↵[si]↵pa






esi ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[M/P/V ] REDUP ID-KK[SG]







oni ID-IO[+BCK] ID-IO[RND] ID-KK[M/P/V ] ID-IO[KL ] REDUP ID-KK[SG] ID-KK[ V ]
⌘ a. [kha]↵[kho]↵ni §
b. [kha]↵[kha]↵ni §!
5
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5    Conclusion 
To conclude, aggressive reduplication is the best classic OT framework for accounting for the A’ingae 
data, but the new constraint IDENT-IO[KL] is necessary to account for the potential rightward direction of 
agreement. Furthermore, I propose that this co-occurrence process may exist due to A’ingae’s historical 
morphological reduplication process, which led to an expectation for word shapes in which roots that have 
matching consonants also have matching vowels. Then, after the morphological reduplication process 
became fossilized, speakers still maintained an affinity for certain word shapes, leaving us with the lexical 
pattern we see today. In future work, the formalization of this pattern should make use of MaxEnt, which is 
well-suited to the A’ingae data.  
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